THE WORLD OF SHAKESPEARE’S HUMORS
SCAVENGER HUNT

Explore the exhibit and related Library resources and find some surprising Shakespeare connections! There are many treasures to be found if you look carefully.

QUILLS DOWN — AND LET THE HUNT BEGIN!

LIBRARY - EXHIBIT AREA:

Of the four humors, which element controls the spleen?

Which age does the element ‘air’ govern?

Petruchio and Kate are both governed by which humor?

Which humor is considered the least desirable?

LIBRARY - PORTRAITS AND ART GALLERY

During what years was Spencer S. Eccles Regent for the University of Utah?

Displayed prominently in our library is a portrait of our first director. Can you name her?

The man in this portrait was known for his two handed illustrations. Who was he?

A former Provost and Academic Vice President seems ready for the Little Ice Age. Who is he?
LIBRARY MEDICINAL GARDEN

Step outside and peruse the medicinal plants in front of the Library. If you read the labels, ewe will find a plant ewe can use to cover a cut.

A wise man once noted that this plant could be used for stomach ailments:

If you look way in the back you will find a plant that helps control diabetes. Can you name it?

Now that your quest is complete, please return to the Library to collect your reward! Bookmarks and trading cards of famous – and very real – philosophers are available at the front desk. Collect more coming back next week and try other versions of the Scavenger Hunt and attend events that will be held throughout the exhibit period: http://bit.ly/2ahpCSN
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